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In the near future, the federal government creates a committee to rid society of books it deems unsuitable.
The libraries vow to protect their collections, and with the help of local governments, form a military group
to defend themselves--the Library Forces!

The Library Forces have decided that a censored author, Toma, must defect. But as he and the LF attempt to
leave the courthouse, the roads are blocked by Media Betterment Committee troops!

Library Forces member Iku Kasahara and her sergeant (and secret crush) Dojo make off in another direction
with Toma. But when Dojo is injured in the escape attempt, Iku is charged with protecting both the
endangered author and the man she loves!
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From Reader Review Library Wars: Love & War, Vol. 14 for online
ebook

Holly Letson says

OMG! The Kasahara x Dojo is rich in this one! And, that is just fine with me. As a matter of fact, I love that.
I really want to see more of it. (I am being such a fangirl.)

But, fangirling is OK. She kissed him! And, promised to come back later to openly tell him her true feelings.
What more could you want?!?

Miss says

yesssssss, iku, GET IT GIRL

(p.s. iku kasahara is terrified of driving but does it anyways and boy can i relate)

3 stars

Kristine Hansen says

No no no no no.

You CANNOT leave me with this kind of cliffhanger and then tell me the last book of the series won't be out
for several months. How do you expect me to survive this?

Readers be warned. This is NOT a good stopping place for any length of time. Everything is coming to a
head and it's all messy and scary and oh my goodness, what am I going to do for the next three months?

Mary says

Well shit....now I have to wait 6 months for the next book. I don't read scans...so this will be difficult. Holy
crap. Release this book sooner!

And now I understand why Iku kissed Dojo in the trailer (or at least, they quickly blacked it out) omg I need
to watch this!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Fiction State Of Mind says



I really love this series. It has a lot of thought provoking elements about censorship and freedom of speech.
In this volume our heroes are trying to get an author to sanctuary after being ordered to not write for a year in
a court case. These puts the library forces in danger as they are shot at, encounter road blocks and other
dangers. The romance between Dojo and Iku also takes a major step forward as the two face dangers
together.

A very solid volume that leaves me wanting the next volume asap!

OUAB (Kimberly DeAnne) says

Oh the suspense!! This book was the most emotion-provoking one for sure!!! My heart was dropping and
racing with all that was happening.

Sad that there is only one more book left.

———-
? Age Group: Young Adult
? Angsty? Very little
? Romance Scale: Cute and fluffy, but not overdoing it to the point of annoyance
? Graphics: Black and white
? Setting of Story: Libraries, campus, and city limits

Laura A. Grace says

I have to laugh because almost every book I’ve been like, “This one is my favorite!” only to say the next
time, “No, this is my favorite!”

That would be true once again with this volume. So very good! Fantastic action, but with great humor,
romance, and FEELS! Also, a great plot twist with that one person.

I loved loved loved hearing about who Dojo was when first joining LF. That was gold! That whole scene
was moving and touching (aka the whole entire novel if I’m honest).

One of the best volumes in the series and have greatly enjoyed seeing all these characters grow. So so so
much growth and It makes my heart happy. <3

Sarah ~Sehrenity~ says

Squeee! Finally!!



C says

5/5
One of my favourite mangas! Love the plot love the characters!

Kendra says

ROAD TRIP DREAM TEAM

Tracey says

This series keeps getting better and better. This volume made me cheer out loud. Never did I expect to get so
wrapped up in a shojo manga, but the great premise and characters, the surprising action, and the struggling
romance making me say "Aargh!!" got me good. SO good. Two more volumes, and I'm dreading the series
having to end, but I wanna read the rest RIGHT NOW.

Jasmine says

AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH. ROAD TRIP OF AWESOMENESS AND FEAR. LONG LIVE THE
BOOKSTORE.

Ashley Smith says

‘Bout damn time!

They finally kissed! I can now finally rest... Kidding, I must continue and see if they get Toma to safety!

Alory Shannon says

SHE FINALLY KISSED HIM, BLESSED BE. °?✧?(???)?✧?° (And I gotta say that I really love that she
was the one who took the initiative.)

It took 14 volumes, but Iku finally came out with it, at least sort of, haha. And it looks like she's finally
gonna confess her (obvious) feelings to (the equally-obvious) Dojo in the next book. :]

In the meantime, GO KASAHARA GO! DRIVE TOMA TO FREEDOM! WE ALL BELIEVE IN YOU!
(^?^)?



Bobby says

4.5


